
Peptide mimotope enabled quantification of natalizumab 
arm exchange during Multiple Sclerosis treatment

Natalizumab, a therapeutic antibody used to treat Multiple Sclerosis, undergoes in vivo
Fab arm exchange to form a monovalent, bispecific antibody. While highly efficacious,
the immunosuppressive activity of natalizumab has been associated with JC
polyomavirus driven progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML). Development of
assays that can distinguish between, and quantify, bivalent (unexchanged) and
monovalent (exchanged) forms of natalizumab in clinical samples may help form a better
understanding of extended interval dosing and aid in reducing the risk of PML.
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Objectives

● In vitro Fab arm exchange was conducted through an overnight incubation of 10 μg/ml
natalizumab (which contains kappa light chains) with an unrelated IgG4 (containing
lambda light chains) at various concentrations in the presence of reduced glutathione
(GSH).

● ELISAs were performed using either a paratope-specific natalizumab anti-idiotype Fab
(HCA248) bound to high binding capacity plates (costar #9018), or the VeritopeTM

peptide, bound to Streptavidin high capacity binding plates (Pierce #15501) to capture
natalizumab. Standard washing/blocking procedures were followed. An anti-IgG4
conjugated to HRP (Abcam #ab99817) was used to detect all forms of natalizumab
captured while an anti-lambda light chain antibody conjugated to HRP
(SouthernBiotech #2020-05) was used to detect only monovalent (arm exchanged)
natalizumab that contains a lambda light chain.

Methods

It was demonstrated that when used
together, the assays developed (anti-
idiotype and VeritopeTM) can detect and
quantify bivalent and monovalent
natalizumab in clinical samples. The in vitro
data generated in this study indicates that
individuals with low total IgG4 levels will
have increased bivalent natalizumab levels.

A complete understanding of the PK/PD 
relationship for natalizumab must include 
the functional differences of monovalent 
and bivalent natalizumab resulting from in 
vivo arm exchange. 

Differences in Binding Hold Potential for Drug Monitoring

Bivalent and monovalent Natalizumab are captured by anti-idiotype but only bivalent binds to Veritope. Arm exchange 
of natalizumab is monitored using anti-Idiotype (A,C) or Veritope, NTZ07 (B,D) to capture natalizumab. Natalizumab (with 
kappa light chains) is incubated with increasing concentrations of IgG4 (with lambda light chains) in either in the presence of 
Glutathione Reduced (GSH) to promote arm exchange and monovalent production (closed circles), or in the absence where 
natalizumab will remain bivalent (open circles). An anti-lambda antibody is used to detect natalizumab that has undergone in 
vitro arm exchange (monovalent natalizumab) (A, B). All forms of natalizumab (bivalent and monovalent) captured by anti-
idiotype (C) or Veritope (D), are detected using an Anti-IgG4 secondary antibody.

VeritopeTM Binds Exclusively Bivalent Natalizumab, Unlike Anti-Idiotope

Total, Bivalent, and Monovalent Natalizumab in 4 Patients

Tools and assays that can distinguish between the biologically relevant forms are an 
important step towards this goal. The VeritopeTM assay provides a simple and inexpensive 
method to identify clinical samples with high bivalent levels that may put patients at higher 
risk of PML despite a potentially low total natalizumab concentration. Future work will 
include a clinical study using the VeritopeTM assay to investigate if increased bivalent 
natalizumab is indeed associated with adverse effects. Schematic of in vitro arm exchange reaction. Natalizumab (in blue) is incubated with a non-natalizumab IgG4, λIgG4 

(black) in the presence of reduced glutathione (GSH) (left of schematic). Reduction of disulfide bonds enables separation of 
the antibody heavy chains and allows production of monovalent structures that can recombine to produce antibodies with 
one arm derived from natalizumab and the other from λIgG4 (right of the schematic). The higher the relative concentration of 
λIgG4 to natalizumab will drive the reaction towards the right of the schematic, and thus increase production of monovalent 
natalizumab containing a natalizumab arm with a kappa light chain and a IgG4 derived arm with a lambda light chain. The 
use of different light chains enable detection of all monovalent natalizumab using a lambda specific detection antibody in 
ELISA’s.

Extent of Arm Exchange Dependent Upon [Natalizumab] & [IgG4]
Anti-Idiotype and VeritopeTM have a similar ability to 
capture bivalent Natalizumab. Standard curves for 
natalizumab captured with VeritopeTM (NTZ07) or anti-Idiotype 
(anti-ID) coated Elisa plates. Average of 3 independent 
experiments.

Capture of Bivalent Natalizumab Conclusion
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Total, Bivalent and Monovalent Natalizumab are identified and quantified in clinical samples. The quantitation of total 
(black bars) and bivalent (grey bars) natalizumab in four clinical samples, using the anti-ID and VeritopeTM capture assays 
respectively, is shown in (A), (detection with an anti-IgG4 antibody). The quantity of monovalent natalizumab, calculated from 
total minus bivalent, is shown in (B, white bars, left y axis). The absorbance signal signifying monovalent natalizumab, 
detected using an anti-lambda-HRP antibody (blue bars, B, right y axis), mirrors the levels seen for calculated monovalent 
natalizumab quantities. Note that in an in vivo environment, the potential for IgG4 antibodies containing kappa light chains to 
undergo arm exchange with natalizumab prevents the use of the lambda detection system to quantitate in vivo monovalent 
natalizumab.

Hypothesis depicting the importance of monitoring bivalent natalizumab levels. Two samples (A and B), with an 
equivalent concentration of natalizumab at trough (see lower left panel for key) are illustrated. Sample (A) has more bivalent 
natalizumab present than monovalent,  while the reverse is true for sample (B). The high affinity of bivalent natalizumab for
its receptor, 𝛼4𝛽1 integrin, may prevent migration of immune cells to the CNS, causing a decrease in immune surveillance, 
that may lead to an increase in PML risk (A) Conversely, due to the decreased affinity of the monovalent form of natalizumab 
for α4β1 integrin, less receptor is occupied, allowing the migration of a small number of immune cells into the CNS (B). 
ELISA’s developed to distinguish between total and bivalent natalizumab are illustrated in (C). Both monovalent and bivalent 
forms can be captured by anti-idiotype, but VeritopeTM captures only bivalent natalizumab.


